MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE APPELLATE COURTS SECTION
OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

Wednesday, January 13, 2016
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Court of Appeal
Second Appellate District
First Floor Auditorium
300 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

“Meet The New Justices!”

Moderator: Jens B. Koepke, Morris Polich & Purdy LLP

Panelists:  Hon. Lamar Baker, Division 5
           Hon. Luis Lavin, Division 3
           Hon. Elwood Lui, Division 1
           Hon. John Segal, Division 7

Attendees:

R. Timothy O’Connor       June Barlow       Christin Hoeffner
Alana Rotter              Holly Boyer       Maureen Home
Robert Chapman            Laura Brill       John Hribar
Blithe Bock               Daniel Bush       Anne Huarte
David Larico              Stephen Caine     Mark Irvine
Julia Swanson             James Cameron     Lisa Jaskol
Andrea Ventura            Curtis Cole       Neil Kalin
Robert Mata               Russell Dalton    Mimi Keller
Janet Gusdorff            Cassidy Davenport  Robert Kern
Dawn Cushman              Jonathan Eisenman  Terri Keville
Dana Stenvick             David Ettinger     James Kristy
Margaret Grignon          Douglas Fee       Emily Kuwahara
Tom Dunlap                Dennis Fischer    Wendy Lascher
Mitchell C. Tilner        Steven Fleischman Rebecca Lefler
Claulz Rebet              Stacy Freeman     Matthew Levinson
June Ailin                Katharine Galston Jenny Li
Elizabeth Anthony         Gary Goodstein    James Link
Sarenaz Bahar             Todd Grabarsky    Sean Lowe
Daniel Barer              Deborah Heald     David Luboff
Dean Bochner              Rachel Hobbs      John Metzidis-Drennan

Mona Miller               Richard Nakamura  Brad Pauley
Joseph Persoff            Norman Pine
Andrew Pruitt              Ann Qushair
Lynne Rasmussen           Natasha Rigs
Valerie Roddy             Sean Lowe
Veronica Rojas Munoz      Ryan Squire
Mark Schaeffer            John Taylor, Jr.
Karen Segel               Scott Tillett
Benjamin Shatz            H. Thomas Watson
Tammy Weaver              Danny Luboff
Jeffrey Williams          Mona Miller
The Justices answered a number of questions from the moderator and from the audience about how each Justice and how each Division handles appeals and writs. The discussion covered appellate briefs, deciding the hard case, oral argument and many other topics. The Justices also shared some personal and career anecdotes.
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